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Sun City Texas Commissions Fry/Straka to Enhance Golf Courses 
 

Georgetown, Texas (December 8, 2015) – Sun City Texas, a Del Webb/Pulte property, recently began plans 
to enhance both its Legacy Hills and White Wing golf courses. Fry/Straka Global Golf Course Design has 
been commissioned by the Sun City Texas Community Association to lead the course enhancement and 
renovation project. Among other things, the anticipated project will focus on improving playability and pace 
of play, drainage, tolerance to increased cart and pedestrian traffic, tree removal, and other maintenance 
related issues.  

 
“We are thrilled to work with Fry/Straka on this project,” said Ron Delaney, Director of Golf Operations at 
Sun City Texas. “Our courses offer first-class golfing for both resident members and the public. Our goal 
with this project is to ensure that the courses maintain the level of excellence and playability our residents 
expect for years to come, while offering a level of interest and challenge that continues to attract outside 
play. We look forward to Jason of Fry/Straka putting his touch on the courses and seeing them transform 
over the next year.” 

 
A similar sentiment was echoed by Jason Straka who commented, “Fry/Straka is honored to be chosen to 
assist Sun City Texas with its golf course improvement project.  We are looking forward to ensuring the 
residents of Sun City Texas and the surrounding region continue to have an exceptional golf experience on 
the White Wing and Legacy Hills golf courses for a long time to come." 

 
Construction is anticipated to begin in 2016. 

 
About Sun City Texas 
Sun City Texas is a master-planned, active-adult community located in scenic Georgetown, Texas, just north 
of the capital city of Austin. Home to more than 13,000 residents, the community boasts three golf courses, 
two fitness centers, five swimming pools, tennis, bocce, fishing ponds, a woodworking shop, an arts and 
crafts center and more than 50 clubs catering to almost any activity or interest. Golf Advisor recently ranked 
the community as one of the top ten retirement destinations for golfers. Sun City has three beautiful golf 
courses: Legacy Hills, White Wing, and Cowen Creek. Each of the courses blends with the natural 
landscape of the Texas Hill Country, while still offering their own unique design and character. The unique 
beauty of the courses ensures an enjoyable golf experience for golfers of every level. 

 
About Fry/Straka Global Golf Course Design  
Fry/Straka Global Golf Course Design is a partnership with worldwide reach in award-winning golf-course 
design. Golf course architects Dana Fry and Jason Straka, having worked together for over 20 years, 
continue to bring their collective design experience, talent, and renowned client dedication to their venture. 

 
Although the pair collaborates on all projects, it is not uncommon for the partners to be traveling on opposite 
sides of the world so they can serve their global clients with ease, efficiency and the utmost in professional 
dedication. In addition, the company has a diversified staff of associates - speaking a combined six 
languages - based in Lisbon, Portugal; Milan, Italy; Beijing, China; Porto Alegre, Brazil; and dispersed 
around the U.S. Thus Fry/Straka Global Golf Course Design can service any job, anywhere in the world, 
with the highest of standards and a consummate commitment to excellence. 
 
For more information, see www.frystraka.com 
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